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Public note:
This strategic plan was written by Decker Library’s Digital Initiatives
Librarian who manages the library’s social media. It is meant to be a
preliminary gathering of data along with recommendations for moving
forward. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International license.

01. Introduction
This strategic plan explains the social media platforms Decker Library
is currently utilizing, our audience, purpose, and statistics. It was written
by It provides follower numbers of competitors, which not only helps us
understand how we rank, but perhaps provides an idea of who we
should follow more closely to grow our own following. Based on less
than one year of management, there are also recommendations for
Decker Library to consider if we’d like to grow our reach.
There is no doubt social media cuts across age, race, gender, and
digital comfort level. According to Pew Research Center’s Social Media
Update 2016, out of 
Americans, 79% use Facebook; 24% use
Twitter; 31% use Pinterest; 32% use Instagram; and 29% use LinkedIn.
Facebook had a 7-percentage-point increase from 2015.1 See Appendix
B for demographic information for each platform from Pew Research
Center.
History
Before May 2016, Decker Library’s social media platforms were
managed by different staff members. Each platform had it’s own
department or person managing, editing, and posting. The result was
many voices and not much cross-posting. There were no guidelines as
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to how to use utilize each platform, or an understanding of our
intended branding to a particular audience.
After May 2016, Jennifer Ferretti, Digital Initiatives Librarian,
recommended purchasing Buffer to manage all accounts and moved
into a managerial position with all social media platforms. Ferretti is the
administrator for Buffer, which involves editing contributions from
other staff members. The outlier is tumblr, which Meredith Moore
administrates. (Buffer does not support tumblr.) Moore developed
Decker Library’s tumblr and as the most popular social media
platform, it was decided that Moore should retain full editorial and
administrative control. The process for that particular platform
continues to work and be successful today. A review of this process will
occur annually.
Weaknesses
Without a dedicated social media marketing person, developing
specific, measurable goals and succeeding at reaching those goals is
difficult. While outreach is certainly part of Ferretti’s list of duties,
complete management of Decker’s social media platforms is not
included. Measurable goals require much more staff time than Ferretti
is capable of devoting as the manager of the Digital Initiatives Unit and
liaison librarian. Some of the recommendations within this plan cannot
be achieved through Ferretti alone. They require other staff members
to contribute more or a part-time position to explore new avenues of
social media outreach.
Another weakness is the physical aspects of the library itself. The
architecture, colors, furniture, and lighting all make for a very difficult
visual branding profile. Ferretti struggles with where to photograph
items and often has to go outside the library to produce an appealing
photo.
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Strengths
● Our strengths include the collection, our enthusiasm, and
visually-inclined nature.
● Our collection of books, films, periodicals, archives, and special
collections, as well as in-library exhibitions, are all visually
appealing.
● Many instruction sessions are happening on a weekly basis,
giving us the opportunity to photograph students using the large
whiteboard on the lower level or looking at artists’ books, for
example.

02. Use
How does Decker Library utilize social media?
1. Share resources available at the library.
2. Share news about the library.
3. Share resources the MICA community has access to outside the
library.
4. Share news stories and culture-related articles that relate to
information and research.
5. Share news about the MICA community.
6. Interact with the MICA community.
7. Request feedback about the library.
8. Stay active by posting accurate information daily.
9. Regardless of platform preference, be a place where people can
find basic information such as hours, but also interesting and
unique information.
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03. Decker Library Social Media Audit
Decker Library utilizes the social media platforms listed below and
Buffer to manage the accounts. Decker subscribes to Buffer, which is
essential to a successful social media campaign, making posts more
efficient through scheduling and the review process.
With the exception of tumblr, Ferretti has full control over what is
posted to all social media platforms and serves as editor. Proactive
staff members who have expressed interest in contributing to social
media feeds have been added as contributors to Buffer. Their
contributions are essential to our success.
Furthermore, all staff have the opportunity to contribute to our feeds
through our Slack channel #social-media-share, although Ferretti
prefers people contribute through Buffer. Buffer allows each staff
person to place their personal touch on contributions. Despite being
edited for voice, their personal interest in a contribution helps Ferretti
save time.
Our Platforms:
tumblr in brief http://deckerlibrary.tumblr.com
Established

September 2014

Editor

Meredith Moore

Purpose

Strictly for sharing compelling images, audio, video, or
a combination. tumblr is a microblogging platform,
where media must outweigh text in a significant way.
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Audience

Artists & designers (outside MICA), MICA students,
other libraries

Strengths

Great way to share items from special collections.
Allows you to post up to 10 high quality images in each
post.

Weaknesses Tumblr seems to be on the decline in use. The future is
uncertain for this platform.
Followers

Followers as of December 2016: 8954

Posts per
month

Approximately 25

Twitter in brief https://twitter.com/DeckerLibrary
Established

August 2012

Editor

Jennifer Ferretti

Purpose

Share library news (e.g. Decker hours), articles, photos,
recurring topics, retweets, new databases, cross-posts
from tumblr.

Audience

Mostly other libraries and librarians. Some faculty.
Very few students.

Strengths

Great way to share articles we’re reading about
information literacy, libraries, art, etc.

Weaknesses Not many people use Twitter regularly, particularly
students. See also: Appendix A for Pew Research Center statistics.
Followers

375

Posts per
month

60-100
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Instagram in brief http://instagram.com/micadeckerlibrary/
Established

August 6, 2015

Editor

Jennifer Ferretti

Purpose

Share photos of classes and visitors, new items in the
circulating collection as well as cage items, photos of
exhibitions and topical displays, events (MICA and
non-MICA related), behind-the-scenes photographs,
regrams, books in a home/cafe habitat, environmental
photos (e.g. Baltimore).

Audience

Students, alumni, design companies & artists

Strengths

Many students follow us on Instagram and we receive
a lot of positive feedback and interactions here.

Weaknesses Instagram no longer provides a chronological timeline
of photographs. Photos are rearranged by algorithm.
Curating a cohesive visual brand for an appealing
feed takes a lot of staff time.
Followers

500

Posts per
month

Approximately 20

Pinterest in brief https://www.pinterest.com/decker_library/
Established

July 2016

Editor

Jennifer Ferretti and Heather Slania
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Purpose

Primarily serves as a place to store ideas for a Library
Commons space, ideas for library wayfinding,
infographics for research and writing, and another
place to store our Instagram photos.

Audience

Not enough followers to assess

Strengths

Easy to save visual ideas for space.

Weaknesses Not much interaction with the MICA community on this
platform. You don’t have to follow people in order to
see their public pins. You must have a Pinterest
account in order to view boards/pins.
Followers

6

Posts per
month

This platform can go months without additions. Staff
have the capability to contribute ideas in our Slack
channel #library-space. However, not many of us have
Pinterest accounts.

Facebook in brief https://www.facebook.com/DeckerLibrary/
Established

2010

Editor

Jennifer Ferretti

Purpose

The purpose of this page is to share articles, news
about the library and MICA, create events.

Audience

Students, alumni, staff, faculty.

Strengths

Many people within the MICA community (including
MICA alumni) use Facebook regularly.

Weaknesses Comments on this platform have been our most
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difficult to deal with. We cannot invite everyone who
likes our page to events, so we are dependent on
people sharing our events and inviting people
themselves.
Followers

1033 likes

Posts per
month

Approximately 55

04. COMPETITION AUDIT
Audit of competition 2016 (similar libraries):
Note: Tumblr accounts not included because only admin have access
to follower data.
Library

FTE

Engagement
relative to
FTE/Analysis

likes

followers followers

MICA

2071

Facebook: 49.9%
Twitter: 18%
Instagram: 24.1%

1033

375

500

Pratt

4458

Facebook: 33.4%
Twitter: 4.5%
Instagram: 9.4%

1487

202

421

RISD

2484

Facebook: 23.9%
Twitter: 41%
Instagram: n/a

594

1018

n/a

SAIC

3590

Facebook: 30.7%
Twitter: 30.3%
Instagram: 18.6%

1102

1088

668

Mean

3150

Relative to FTE, MICA
has the most
engagement compared
to our peers for
Facebook and

1054

670

530
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Instagram while RISD is
the most engaged on
Twitter.

05. Tracking, Evaluation, and Goals
Tracking
Decker Library utilizes Buffer for scheduling posts, but a full picture of
analytics is not always possible. Some accounts must be tracked
directly through their platform.
Facebook is tracked monthly via the platform itself via the Admin
module. Analytics include:
● Number of posts
● Reach
● Page views
● Post engagements
● Page likes
● Competition
Twitter is tracked monthly via the platform itself via the Admin
module. Analytics include:
● Tweets
● Impressions
● Profile visits
● Mentions
● Followers
Instagram is tracked weekly via the platform itself via the Admin
module. Instagram does not provide monthly statistics. Ferretti has
Asana assignments to check Instagram every Monday. Analytics
include:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Impressions
Reach
Profile views
Average days followers use the app
Gender of followers
Age range of followers
Top location of followers
Top post

Pinterest is not tracked.
Tumblr is tracked monthly via the platform itself. Analytics include:
● Followers
● Notes
● Posts
Broad Views
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Facebook Closeup
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Twitter Closeup

Instagram Closeup: Demographics

Week and Month

Popular
Days

Gender:
Women

Gender: Men

Age Range

Top Locations

November, Week 1 Fridays

69%

31% 25-34

Baltimore,
New York

November, Week 2 Mondays

68%

32% 18-24

Baltimore,
New York

November, Week 3 Sundays

69%

31% 25-34

Baltimore,
New York

December, Week 1 Saturdays

69%

31% 25-34

Baltimore,
New York

December, Week 2

69%

31% 25-34

Baltimore,
New York

December, Week 3 Wednesday

69%

31% 25-34

Baltimore,
New York
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Evaluation
Collection of analytics began in May 2016, with exception of a couple
months.
Informal evaluation of posts has taken place so far. Without a
dedicated social media manager, it is difficult to find time and explore
methods of evaluation.
Informal evaluation includes making note of posts that garner lots of
engagement.
A very general analysis of data collected so far indicates:
● We’re growing, but at a slow pace.
● We have yet to break into a pattern of connecting with the 18-24
age range on a consistent basis.
● Instagram and tumblr, two visually-based platforms, are our
most popular.
● Our followers are interested in art, artists, culture, and
information.
● Our followers respond to images, gifs, and hyperlapses.
● Our followers don’t comment very much.
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Goals

In order to increase followers and engagement, outlining tactics for
these goals is important:
A. Create a visual brand through Instagram.
● Develop a profile for resources (e.g. books, films, etc.), events
(internal and external), people, etc.
● Our key performance indicators will be brand mentions, profile
views, and regrams.
● See example from Warby Parker below.
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B. Increase followers
● Develop relationships with other social media managers on
campus to establish reciprocal sharing and engagement
● ‘Listen’ to what our followers care about. ‘Listening’ includes
exploring:
○ What are our audience’s main points?
○ What type of content does our audience find appealing?
○ What format of content is best consumed, engaged with,
and shared by our audience?
● Our key performance indicators will be comparing number of
posts to followers over time (which has never been done before).
C. Increase engagement
● Blow up traditional assumptions about libraries
16

○ Including assumptions about services, atmosphere,
research, and librarians.
○ This will be heavily dependent on aesthetic, which relies on a
well developed visual profile.
● Develop Instagram take-over series.
○ Ask MICA alum to take over the Instagram for a week while
conducting research for a project.
○ Could be extended to other platforms after careful
consideration
● Our key performance indicators will be returning visitors,
increased comments and participation.
● See also: Recommendations.

06. Recommendations
1. Delete the “Decker Mica” Person Profile on Facebook
Timeframe: Immediately
The person profile “Decker Mica” was created as an effort to prevent
staff from using their personal Facebook accounts to administer the
Decker Library Fan Page.
The purpose of the “Decker Mica” person profile is obsolete and only
confuses followers.
2. Staff Participation
Timeframe: Immediately
Ferretti needs participation from all staff in order to fully develop a
social media presence.
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Specifically, when events are proposed, planned, and implemented,
core staff need to provide the following in order for Ferretti to properly
promote their work:
● Concise description of the event
○ Keeping in mind Twitter only allows for 140 characters
○ We would want 3 sentences maximum for Facebook
description
● Art representing the event
● Timeline/dates
● Desired audience

Other areas where staff could help is contributing when Ferretti makes
a call for particular campaigns. For example, Ferretti requested ideas
for the #atdecker series, which was a series of text-based Instagram
posts indicating what can be found at Decker. See example below:
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Suggesting articles to post is still very helpful, but we need to come up
with a way to personalize each platform. What sets us apart from
other libraries? What sets up apart from other art and design libraries?
College libraries?
3. Develop MICA Decker Library Branding
Timeframe: As soon as the budget allows
Currently, Decker Library is utilizing the library stamp for branding:

Decker Library is due for its own identity that fits into the MICA
branding identity. Logo, banner image, font/typography, colors are all
needed to develop library branding.
Library director Heather Slania is working with Brockett Horne of the
Graphic Design program to develop branding for the library.

4. Library Communications Graduate Fellow or Part-Time Position
Timeframe: FY19 or as soon as the budget allows
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A fellow or part-time position would help Decker Library create solid
goals and evaluate social media progress. A part-time position will help
move Decker Library forward, explore new platforms, and make a
bigger impression on our followers.
Proposal below is adapted from Barnard College’s Barnard Library
Communications Graduate Fellow Academic Year 2016-17.
Proposed requirements:
● 15 hours per week
● $15 per hour
● 40 week period, starting September 4th
● Graphic Design preferred
● Projects include promoting library events and services with print
and web campaigns, designing and executing materials including
buttons, social media content (e.g. gifs), zines, and whatever else
we come up with
● Research other platforms the library might consider joining,
completing environmental scan
● The position will report to Jennifer Ferretti
● The ideal candidate will have a passion for libraries, design, social
justice, collaboration, and the ability to work independently
● Solid writing and editing skills, sensitivity to Decker Library’s
aesthetic and cultural identity, use good judgement for
institutional online presence, and a talent for translating text into
visual images
● Candidate may be required to attend MICA-wide social media
manager meetings
The part-time position could potentially be fulfilled by Sarah Greenlaw,
Circulation Assistant, who could split her time between Circulation and
Communications.
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5. Instagram Takeovers
Timeframe: March or April 2017
As suggested above in Engagement, a way to not only show our
followers research is essential to art, design, and writing, but also to
promote engagement and followers is a series of Instagram takeovers.
Similar to The New Yorker Photo Instagram feed, we could turn our
account over to a MICA alum for one week. The alum could
photograph and share a description about their research process.
Other MICA social media accounts are already exploring this, including
Graphic Design (current student week-long takeovers) and MICA IRL
(which exists as a rotating student takeover account).
Below is an example from The New Yorker Photo feed:

Note the intro to this picture, which is mimicked throughout the series:
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“Hi, this is ______ taking over the New Yorker Instagram for the
week.” [Description of the project.]
Ferretti can begin with alum she knows personally and build from
there.
6. Calls to Action
Timeframe: Develop calls to action with key, engaged staff members.
Engagement can also take shape when you ask something of your
followers. However, this tactic can be over- or mis-used. It is highly
recommended that calls to action are thoughtfully planned, whenever
possible. Some calls to action may be developed rather quickly
depending on what is happening.
Below is an example that was recently used:
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08. Summary
Decker Library social media platforms are growing, albeit at a
somewhat slow pace. It is unlikely that Ferretti could explore new
platforms or fulfill goals without the help of other staff members.
Buffer helps Ferretti manage all platforms with the exception of tumblr
(which is not supported by Buffer). It is essential that data continues to
be collected in order to see a full picture of our growth or failures.
Facebook is dominating social media, but we are seeing the most
success with media-based platforms such as Instagram and tumblr. It
is important that we pay attention to not only national trends and
preferences, but also our own.
Decker Library’s social media platforms must not lose sight of the fact
that many of our followers are visual and have an interest in art, art
and activism, social justice, and culture. There are ways we can grow,
but considering the work it takes to get there, a budget and devoted
hours from another staff person must be considered.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
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Appendix A: Annual Event Posting
Schedule Template
Ferretti utilizes a Google Spreadsheet for social media tracking in
addition to pre-scheduling through Buffer. Below is an example of the
posting schedule spreadsheet.

Posting
Schedule 2017

01-2017

02-2017

03-2017

04-2017

Bibliodérive: 02/24

Spring break

Zineposium II:
04/14

Book Arts
Baltimore:
01/27

Edible Book
Fest: 03/31

Art+Feminism
+Decker:
04/01

05-2017

Approved
special event
Proposed
special event
Annual event
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Appendix B: Pew Research Center Social
Media Update 2016 demographic
breakdown
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